Dramatic Transformations presents... ¡Diversi...Qué?

Transforming the UCI community through the power of DRAMA!

Two opportunities to see the show:

May 4 & 5, 2015
5:00 PM

at Winifred Smith Hall in the Claire Trevor School of the Arts

¡Diversi...Qué? is an original play researched, adapted, written, and performed by UCI Drama students. Based on interviews of graduate students across campus, this docudrama is adapted and written by Anna Renee Winget and Wind Woods, and directed by Ricardo Rocha. It seeks your reaction to challenges, obstacles, achievements, and controversies graduate students experience on campus.

Dramatic Transformations is an interdisciplinarian program conceived and supervised by Daphne Lei, professor of Drama. By combining research and theatrical creativity, Dramatic Transformations aims to address difficult issues related to diversity and equity, as well as campus climate in the UCI community.

A post-show discussion and reception will follow each performance.

More Information:
https://dramatictransformations.wordpress.com/

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/dramatictransformations

Free with RSVP:
To RSVP visit http://bit.ly/1H1YhjX

Sponsored by
UCI Claire Trevor Drama
School of the Arts

The Diverse Educational Community and Doctoral Experience (DECADE) initiative is sponsored by a FIPSE comprehensive grant aimed at increasing the number of women and underrepresented minorities receiving doctoral degrees at UCI.